Minimize critical operations’ exposure to resource contention, connectivity, latency, and security risks. With Private 5G from NTT, we layer on the services you need for transformation, collaboration, and mobility, along with global scalability, analytics, automation, and control, for your business operations.

Positioning you for future success

- Increase security and business assurance while minimizing risk across your organization. We keep your IP safe with secure, reliable connectivity and communications.
- Grow your business globally with complete scalability, seamless and consistent management, and early insights.
- Control and manage your core network development and delivery, to prioritize key apps and features for enhanced service delivery.
- Control your private 5G/LTE network and edge devices. Cloud native | CIO centric | micro slicing | behind the firewall.
- Open and licensed spectrum. Licensed spectrum. 20+ countries.
- Global connectivity. NTT AS/AM / SS 100+ countries. Public private roaming.
- Secure by design. Global SOC | SASE services | ZTNA capability.
- NTT Global Operations Centers. 24x7x365 Remote Monitoring | CIO Self-service Portal.
- Application Dev and Systems Integration. 40+ Countries | Full Portfolio of Services | Vertical Knowledge.
- Complete control and ownership of business development and delivery, supported by validated tools to your standards.
- Need greater network control and visibility.
- Need to be able to track, manage, and control your business networks.
- Need increased network scalability.
- Need increased network security.
- Need network security with no threat surfaces and total industry compliance built in.

Our private 5G-as-a-Service platform architecture
As your turnkey private 5G network partner, we can reduce latency while enabling you to drive greater connectivity and efficiency. Our platform integrates seamlessly with your current systems, to give you the flexibility you need.

NTT Global Operations Centers
Complete control and ownership of business development and delivery, supported by validated tools to your standards.

Private 5G as-a-Service
Fast. Secure. In your control. Everywhere

Why choose NTT for your private 5G requirements?
We understand the way your business works, supporting you to leverage wireless technology to drive transformations and unlock your business.

We are a leading managed services provider, transforming the digital lives of our customers. From a single point of control, we enable you to transform your business in the right way for your business, from roadmap to end solution.

A full 24/7/365 service for the other 24/7/365 you don’t spend working.

Next steps?
We recommend you work with our dedicated Private 5G Team to assess your current network and build a roadmap that enables your organization to benefit from transforming your network.

Contact us